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1. Welcome, introduction and rationale for the revised RE syllabus

2. Meeting the statutory duties

3. Meeting the requirements of the Ofsted Inspection Framework 

4. The proposal (which meets statutory and local requirements) 

Frances Neil, RE Lead on behalf of Southend City Council.



The rationale 
Why a new RE syllabus? 

• It is a statutory requirement - the law - which requires the RE syllabus to be in 
place, as is set out in the Education Act. 

• RE is an important curriculum subject and the Government is keen to ensure 
that all pupils receive high quality RE. It contributes through spiritual, moral, 
social and cultural development, as well as community cohesion. 

• We need to meet the recommendations of the Commission on RE (CoRE
Report, ©RE Council, September 2018) especially worldviews 

• Unlike other subjects, there is no for National Curriculum for RE, so the RE 
syllabus is reviewed at a local level.  Each Council in England has a Standing 
Advisory Council on Religious Education (SACRE) (with professional support 
for SACRE members) who ratify the new RE syllabus.



The role and responsibly of SACRE

SACRE is a publicly funded body and has statutory responsibilities, one of which is to review its 

Locally Agreed Syllabus for Religious Education (LAS), every five years.  The Agreed Syllabus 

Conference (ASC) conducts the review. SACRE review the LAS but not write it.

This local responsibility reflects the diversity of different local authorities in England and this should 

be reflected in the constitution of their SACRE and their Religious Education syllabus which must be 

written WITHIN a legal framework. 

The LAS for RE must be taught in community schools however it is best practice to make it available to 

Academy schools for consistency, equality and opportunity. Southend City Council has a commitment 

to this; most primary academy schools already use the existing LAS and feedback has shown that most 

schools will welcome the new Model A+.



The requirements

• An agreed RE syllabus must ‘reflect the fact that the religious traditions in Great Britain are, in the main, 
Christian while taking account of the teaching and practices of the other principal religions represented in 
Great Britain’ - Education Act (1996 Section 375 (3) / School Standards and Framework Act (1998, 
Schedule 19, para.5)

• Ofsted’s specialist RE reports 2010 and 2013 highlight the need for syllabuses to:

➢ be clear about expected knowledge and understanding about religion(s) and belief(s)

➢ support and empower teachers to plan effectively

➢ offer coherent progression across the ages and key stages

➢ support clear and focused assessment

➢ encourage enquiry-based RE



Meeting the requirements of Ofsted’s Inspection Framework

The RE curriculum delivered through the LAS: 

• provides a carefully developed structure which has progression and age-appropriate outcomes, in that 
it enables high quality teaching and learning opportunities for children / students to experience in the 
classroom. The curriculum should be:  

“well sequenced to ensure that pupils learn the knowledge they need for later topics……What is taught 
and learned in RE is grounded in what is known about religion or non-religion from academic study. This 
helps prevent pupils from developing misconceptions about religion and non-religion….. Content is 
sufficient for pupils to grasp a bigger picture about the place of religion and non-religion in the 
world....The curriculum is well sequenced to ensure that pupils learn the knowledge they need for later 
topics” - Ofsted, 12 May, 2021, https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ofsted-publishes-research-
review-on-religious-education 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ofsted-publishes-research-review-on-religious-education
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ofsted-publishes-research-review-on-religious-education


Meeting the requirements of Ofsted’s Inspection Framework 
(continued).

• Within the subject of RE the structure of the syllabus is to encourage discussion, the chance to 
learn about the about the lives of others and their worldviews, different ways of life and ways of 
thinking, opportunities to ask questions and debate and to be challenged, to face and wrestle 
with the hard questions of life in a safe and well-managed environment. 

• Outcomes linked to most recent national guidance (especially that from the Commission on 
Religious Education, Religion and Worldviews: the way forward.  Including “…a rigorous and 
richer analysis of religious and non-religious worldviews and their impact on shaping the world 
today.”  pp. 3-4; A national plan for RE (CoRE, © RE Council, September 2018 )
https://www.commissiononre.org.uk/final-report-religion-and-worldviews-the-way-forward-a-
national-plan-for-re/ 

• and the Executive Summary, 2018 (© RE Council September 2018) 
https://www.commissiononre.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Final-Report-Exec-Summary-
of-the-Commission-on-RE.pdf 

https://www.commissiononre.org.uk/final-report-religion-and-worldviews-the-way-forward-a-national-plan-for-re/
https://www.commissiononre.org.uk/final-report-religion-and-worldviews-the-way-forward-a-national-plan-for-re/
https://www.commissiononre.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Final-Report-Exec-Summary-of-the-Commission-on-RE.pdf
https://www.commissiononre.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Final-Report-Exec-Summary-of-the-Commission-on-RE.pdf


The proposal

• Adopt the RE Agreed Syllabus Model 
(Model A Plus) through RE today.

• This will be tailored to our Local Authority 
so as to meet the statutory and local level 
requirements.

• The exemplar document is protected by 
Copyright but we have permission to 
share some of the content that outlines 
why it meets the requirements for 
Southend City Council (SCC). 



The proposed new syllabus through RE Today will:

• Outline the legal requirements

• Include a principal aim for RE (the purpose)

• Outline the breadth of study

• Offer key questions and develop exemplar learning outcomes around 
these

• Offer knowledge and content for teachers

• Provide a planning support for teachers

• It can lay out why RE matters.



Each page = one unit: 
 outcomes, 
  key question, 
   suggested activities, 
     assessment,
      progression,

Schools/ teachers use the syllabus to plan their own curriculum/class lessons. 
 

The proposed new syllabus from a local level:

• It looks and feels similar to that which Southend already has in place (which is a big hit for teachers from a 
continuity perspective). 

• While there are some changes, as a licence holder Southend will receive updates as and when they are made. 

• Model A+ will not feel overwhelmingly different to staff who may be nervous about understanding a new 
syllabus and the workload involved. 

• Model A+ continues to follow a thematic approach which will be familiar to teachers who are using the 
current (2019) syllabus.



The CoRE recommended a National Entitlement to the study of Religion and Worldviews:

RELIGION 

• describes area of study

• the subject to remain anchored in issues 
and information relating to religion

• The issues and information can be 
considered from a non-religious 
perspective 

WORLDVIEWS

• Describes potential breadth of the 
subject: not limited to religious beliefs 
and concepts

• An inclusive study: everyone has a 
worldview

WHAT IS A WORLDVIEW?

A philosophy or approach to life; 
determines how a person understands the 
world and their place in it. 

understood in secular and religious, 
traditional and modern, mainstream and 
non-standard forms. 

WORLDVIEWS INFLUENCE 
HOW WE:

understand what is real and 
what is not

decide what is good and what 
to do

relate to others

express ourselves 

CoRE Final Report
pp. 12-13



Here are some examples of what the RE Today 
Syllabus Model A+ can provide for SCC:

Please note that the following exemplar syllabus is protected by 
Copyright, and cannot be shared, in any form, without prior permission 
from RE Today.  

The following pages are protected by © RE Today. 





B2 What religions and worldviews are to be taught?     © RE Today

This agreed syllabus requires that all pupils study Christianity in each key stage. 
In addition, pupils will study the principal religions represented in the UK, in line with the law. 
These are Islam, Hindu dharma, Sikhi, Buddhism and Judaism. Furthermore, children from families where non-religious 
worldviews are held are represented in almost all our classrooms. Non-religious worldviews, including ‘organised’ 
examples such as Humanism, will also be the focus for study Religious traditions are to be studied in depth as follows: 

▪ 4–5s Reception Children will encounter Christians and people of other faiths, 
▪ as part of their growing sense of self, their own community and their place within it. 

▪ 5–7s Key Stage 1 Christians and Muslims or Jewish people 

▪ 7–11s Key Stage 2 Christians, Muslims, Hindus and Jewish people 

▪ 11–14s Key Stage 3 Christians, Muslims, Sikhs and Buddhists 

▪ 14–16s Key Stage 4 Two religions required, usually including Christianity. 
▪ This will be through a course in Religious Studies or Religious Education leading to a qualification approved 

under Section 96 12

▪ 16–19s RE for all Religions and worldviews to be selected by schools and colleges as appropriate



The Commission on Religious Education (CoRE) was established to review the legal, education and policy 
frameworks for Religious Education, by a wide-ranging, inclusive and evidence-based process designed to inform 
policy makers about these areas. The ultimate aim was to improve the quality and rigour of religious education 
and its capacity to prepare pupils for life in modern Britain. https://religiouseducationcouncil.org.uk/our-work/core/ 

In September 2018, the Commission released its final report, Religion and Worldviews: the way forward. A 
national plan for RE. It sets out a National Plan for RE comprising of 11 recommendations, and calls on the 
Government to consider and adopt it.
Visit the Commission on RE website to find out the latest news, to see who the commissioners are and to find 
the terms of reference. 

Worldviews in RE:  This syllabus refers to religions and worldviews throughout. 

The term ‘worldview’ encompasses a broad range of ideas, incorporating the religious and non-religious.

Traditionally, RE has examined religious worldviews by looking at the traditional beliefs, teachings and practices of 
the world religions (Buddhism, Christianity etc.). 

Recent developments in RE, such as those described in the 2018 final report from the Commission on RE, 
differentiate between organised or institutional worldviews and personal or individual worldviews.
          © RE Today

https://religiouseducationcouncil.org.uk/our-work/core/
https://religiouseducationcouncil.org.uk/rec/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Final-Report-of-the-Commission-on-RE.pdf
https://religiouseducationcouncil.org.uk/rec/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Final-Report-of-the-Commission-on-RE.pdf
http://www.commissiononre.org.uk/
http://www.commissiononre.org.uk/commissioners/
http://www.commissiononre.org.uk/terms-of-reference/


Organised worldviews:
These may include formal structures, agreed teachings and official practices. Some traditions are more 
‘organised’ than others. For example, within Christianity the Roman Catholic Church has centralised 
institutions that lead and direct Catholics worldwide.

Islam, on the other hand, has strands of traditions that hold core beliefs in common (such as the 
Prophethood of Muhammad and the divine revelation of the Qur’an) but which differ in historical 
development and practice (such as Sunni and Shi‘a traditions). 

Both Christianity and Islam are explored as examples of organised worldviews in this syllabus, but pupils 
should have opportunities to see how there is not a single model of ‘organised’ worldviews that applies to 
all.         © RE Today

Organised worldviews:

Organised worldviews include the traditional religions studied in RE (Buddhism, Christianity, Hindu Dharma, 
Islam, Judaism and Sikhi). 

They usually provide a way of understanding the world, answers on the big questions, and instructions on 
how to live.



Personal worldviews:

Everybody has a personal worldview – it is a way of describing how we encounter the world, including our own place in it, whether or not we 
have thought about it. 

It is shaped by our experience and environment, but it also shapes how we experience life, and how we encounter our environment. It is the 
story that we tell ourselves in response to life, shaping how we make sense of the world, ourselves, and others. We are inescapably placed 
within our context, within our story, within our worldview. 

Many people around the world are part of ‘organised worldviews’, and of course that influences their personal worldview. However, an 
individual’s personal worldview may not necessarily reflect the official or traditional beliefs and teachings of the organised worldview. 

Many people in the UK have non-religious worldviews. 

Some may be active members of Humanists UK, who present a form of organised non-religious worldview. 

Many non-religious people, however, have personal worldviews that draw on a wide range of influences – some from within 
religious traditions (such as belief in an afterlife or angels, or practising mindfulness meditation) even when they do not see 
themselves as members of a religious tradition. 

Non-religiousness is not connected to any particular organised worldview, and individuals may have hugely diverse and 
occasionally overlapping personal worldviews                                                                                 

© RE Today



Using the idea of worldviews in this syllabus: 

This syllabus uses the idea of worldviews as a way of allowing for some 
flexibility in the presentation of traditional religions – acknowledging 
the diversity within traditions, geographically and across time. 

It also enables pupils to recognise that members of religious traditions 
may have personal worldviews that differ. 

The idea of personal worldviews also includes the pupils’ own 
perspectives within the RE classroom. 

© RE Today



Intent 
• Clear purpose and aims 
• Curriculum progression 
• Ambitious end points 

Implementation:
• Key questions – coherence based around strands and threads 
• Units of work – clear progress in subject knowledge, diverse worldviews and 
variety of approaches 

Impact: 
• End-of-unit & end-of-key stage outcomes 
• Additional support and guidance                                                       © RE Today



The Intent of RE 

Get pupils engaged in RE!
 
Participate 

Connections 

Encounter 

Variety Stimuli

The principal aim of RE is to engage pupils in systematic enquiry into significant human questions which 
religion and worldviews address, so that they can develop the understanding and skills needed to 
appreciate and appraise varied responses to these questions, as well as develop responses of their 
own.

Explore!
Explore questions and answers 
arising from the breadth and 
diversity of religious and non-
religious worldviews 

Participate 
Curiosity 
Understanding Enquiry 
Disagreement

Have an impact! 

Appreciate 

Appraise 

Challenge 

Encounter

© RE Today



© RE Today



© RE Today



KS 1: 
Key questions 

© RE Today



© RE Today



Key Question 
1.4  KS 1
Year group →



RE in KS2: Programme of Study 

What do pupils get out of RE at this key stage? 

Pupils should extend their knowledge and understanding of religious and non-religious worldviews, 
recognising their local, national and global contexts. 

They should be introduced to an extended range of sources and subject specific vocabulary. 

They should be encouraged to be curious and to ask increasingly challenging questions about 
religion, belief, values and human life. 

Pupils should learn to express their own ideas in response to the material they engage with, 
identifying relevant information, selecting examples and giving reasons to support their ideas and 
views. 

© RE Today



Key Stage 2:

Aims: 

The principal aim of RE is to engage pupils in systematic enquiry into 
significant human questions which religion and worldviews address, so that 
they can develop the understanding and skills needed to appreciate and 
appraise varied responses to these questions, as well as develop responses of 
their own. 

RE teaching and learning should enable pupils to… 

A. Know about and understand a range of religious and non-religious worldviews. 
B. Express ideas and insights about the nature, significance and impact of religious and 

nonreligious worldviews. 
C. Gain and deploy the skills needed to engage seriously

© RE Today



© RE Today



End of key stage outcomes:

RE should enable pupils to: 

A. Know about and understand a range of religious and non-religious worldviews.

A1. Describe and make connections between different features of the religious and nonreligious 
worldviews they study, discovering more about celebrations, worship, pilgrimages and the rituals which 
mark important points in life, in order to reflect on their significance

A2. Describe and understand links between stories and other aspects of the communities they are 
investigating, responding thoughtfully to a range of sources of wisdom and to beliefs and teachings that 
arise from them in different communities.

A3. Explore and describe a range of beliefs, symbols and actions so that they can understand different 
ways of life and ways of expressing meaning.

© RE Today 



End of key stage outcomes: (continued)
RE should enable pupils to: 

B. Express ideas and insights about the nature, significance and impact of religious and nonreligious 
worldviews.

B1. Observe and understand varied examples of religious and nonreligious worldviews so that they can 
explain, with reasons, their meanings and significance to individuals and communities.

B2. Understand the challenges of commitment to a community of faith or belief, suggesting why 
belonging to a community may be valuable, both in the diverse communities being studied and in their 
own lives.

B3. Observe and consider different dimensions of religion, so that they can explore and show 
understanding of similarities and differences within and between different religious and non-religious 
worldviews                           

© RE Today 



End of key stage outcomes: (continued)

RE should enable pupils to: 

C. Gain and deploy the skills needed to engage seriously with religious and non-religious worldviews.

C1. Discuss and present thoughtfully their own and others’ views on challenging questions about 
belonging, meaning, purpose and truth, applying ideas of their own in different forms including (e.g.) 
reasoning, music, art and poetry.

C2. Consider and apply ideas about ways in which diverse communities can live together for the 
wellbeing of all, responding thoughtfully to ideas about community, values and respect.

C3. Discuss and apply their own and others’ ideas about ethical questions, including ideas about what 
is right and wrong and what is just and fair, and express their own ideas clearly in response.

© RE Today 
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Religious education may provide opportunities for pupils to learn in all these areas. Using outcome statements from the EYFS profile 
can provide helpful and relevant clarification of learners’ progress. www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-
stage-profile-handbook  

These questions will help teachers considering the provision of experiences from RE for pupils with SEND to focus their contribution 
to learning for pupils. 

For pupils with SEND, in what ways can RE: 

• recognise the pupil’s individual needs? 
• show and celebrate the pupil’s success? 
• provide evidence of the pupil’s responses and achievements? 
• provide ways of comparing the pupil’s current responses with past ones in order to show evidence of their 
achievements? 

• capture information about the quality of the pupil’s progress so the complexities and subtle differences of 
individual responses can be described, interpreted and explained? 
• contain information and evidence that enable decisions to be made concerning the pupil’s needs that can be used 
to inform planning and next steps for pupils, including special educational provision? 
• assist in gathering evidence for reporting the pupil’s achievements and progress against their EHC plan as part of 
the annual review process? 
• assist in compiling evidence as part of end of academic year reporting to the pupil’s parents, LAs and governors?

© RE Today 

http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-profile-handbook
http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/early-years-foundation-stage-profile-handbook


© RE Today



Assessment in primary RE 

The purpose of assessment in primary RE is to ensure that pupils improve what they know, understand and 
can do regarding the different aspects of RE they are studying. There are different ways of achieving this 
depending on whether you are teaching 5- or 9-year-olds. 

Whatever strategies are being employed it is the formative strategies, those that go on in the classroom, 
that are of most importance. 

There is a danger that when making a judgement on a pupil’s progress in RE, teachers may be unsure how to 
judge pupils and have ended up making judgements based on a pupil’s ability in, say, English or history. 
In order to prevent this, teachers need to be confident in what needs to be learnt in a unit.
 
They need to be informally and continually using lots of formative assessment strategies as part of everyday 
teaching and learning. 

Putting information into a summative assessment system should not then be an issue. 
The teacher can use their knowledge of the pupils and their professional judgement to record how pupils 
are achieving… 

© RE Today 



E1 How RE promotes spiritual, moral, social and cultural development 

The ongoing place of SMSC in education What we now call spiritual, moral, social and cultural development (SMSC) has 
always been part of education. 

The notion of developing not just academic and practical skills in the emerging generation but also self-knowledge, 
moral courage, a capacity for imaginative sympathy for others and so on has long been a desired outcome of education. 

Over the decades this has been incorporated in a number of policies such as Every Child Matters and Community 
Cohesion, terms which refer to the sort of person an education system hopes to create. SMSC has been the way this 
wider development of the whole person has been expressed in education policy since the 1944 Education Act. 

The 2013 National Curriculum articulates the purpose of education like this: 
Every state-funded school must offer a curriculum which is balanced and broadly based13 and which:
• promotes the spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical development of pupils at the school and of 
society, and 
• prepares pupils at the school for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of later life. 

© RE Today 



E2 RE and British values 

Since September 2014, school inspection in England has explored and judged the contribution schools make 
to actively promoting British values. 

RE can make a key educational contribution to pupils’ explorations of British values, and excellent teaching of 
RE can enable pupils to learn to think for themselves about them. 

Questions about whether social and moral values are best described as ‘British values’ or seen as more 
universal human values will continue to be debated (not least in the RE classroom!), but for the purposes of 
teachers of RE, the subject offers opportunities to build an accurate knowledge-base about religions and 
beliefs in relation to values. 

This in turn supports children and young people so that they are able to move beyond attitudes of tolerance 
towards increasing respect, so that they can celebrate diversity. Values education and moral development are 
a part of a school’s holistic mission to contribute to the wellbeing of each pupil and of all people within our 
communities. The RE curriculum focuses learning in some of these areas, but pupils’ moral development is a 
whole-school issue.

© RE Today 





Thank you for listening… 

Questions and Answers

Plenary and any next steps
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